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                                 Start new friendships and share your dreams.

 Combine travel with socializing and fun.

 Create memories that last forever!




 American Trip 2024 - Season 9 - 4 terms!



Find out more about the trip
                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

    

 
    
        
            
                
                    
                         Current destinations
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                        California + National Parks 
 Group travel dates - 4 options to choose from



 18th of August - 31st of August 2024




 25th of August - 7th of September 2024




 8th of September - 21st of September 2024




 22nd of September - 5th of October 2024




                        Las Vegas, Zion National Park & Bryce Canyon, Antelope Canyon & Horseshoe Bend, Grand Canyon Natonal Park, Death Valley, Yosemite National Park, San Francisco, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles

 More info

                         1299 USD - If you sign up before the end of June 2024
1399 USD
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                        East Coast 
 Group travel date - only one option



 18th of August - 25th of August 2024




                        New York City, Washington DC, Philadelphia, Atlantic City

 More info

                         899 USD - If you sign up before the end of June 2024
999 USD
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                        Together we are a one-of-a-kind group of students. We are setting off on a journey and our goal is to have a ton of adventures.

                        We like to play, meet new people, party with friends, go to concerts, listen to good music. We like to explore and encounter excitement. We visit pubs, restaurants, theme parks and national parks. We care about researching what we're passionate about and follow our inner drive.





As AmericanTrip we give birth to an international community that makes their dreams come true together.

                    

                

                
            

        


    
    


        
    
        
            
                
				    
                        Play Video Trailer!

 See all our movies!
                    

                   
                   
					

                

            

        

    
    


    
    
        
            
                
                    
                        Reviews

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                     						
                        
                            
                                Breathtaking views and even more incredible people! :) 
 AmericanTrip - well organized, safe and unforgettable holidays, THANK YOU for making my dreams a reality! 

                            

                            
                                Sandra, Poland

                            

                        

                        

   						
                        
                            
                                Excellent company, great guide, more than competitive price, perfect itinerary.

                            

                            
                                David, Hungary

                            

                        

                        

                        
                        
                            
                                THE BEST!!!! I highly recommend to everyone who wants to experience the most amazing summer of their life, learn about countries, people, languages, history, local customs and much more. The organization of the American Trip was excellent.

                            

                            
                                Lenka, Slovakia

                            

                        

                        

                        
                        
                            
                                I spent a few days with them and it was an amazing experience for me, visiting incredible natural park around the west coast. 100% recommended!

                            

                            
                                Nacho, Spain

                            

                        

                        

                        
                        
                            
                                I was thinking so much about this trip and at the end I made the best possible choice :) The greatest 10 days in my life I can't do anything else, then give 5 stars.

                            

                            
                                Janka, Czech Republic

                            

                        

                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Amazing people, great organization, beautifull places! American trip was a really good decision! I have met new friends, I have so many great experiences and memories!

                            

                            
                                Terka, Czech Republic

                            

                        

                        

                                                
                        
                            
                                It was really great! Organization of trip was good. Places what we?ve visited and time what we?ve spent on each place was also so good and I don?t have feeling that it wasn?t enought. Boys are really kind and helpful with everything.? Thank you I really enjoyed it!

                            

                            
                                Michaela, Czech Republic

                            

                        

                        

                                                
                        
                            
                                I can highly recommend American Trip for everyone who wants to see, explore best West coast places, spend great time, meet new friends, experience wonderful service and well ogranized time. For me every single day with American Trip was full of fun and unicue breathtaking views.

                            

                            
                                Sofiya, Ukraine

                            

                        

                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Our best 12 days in USA! Absolutely great leader - Paweł, who gave us opportunity to visit the best places on West Coast. I'm happy that we've decided to participate American Trip. That was definitely the trip of my life.

                            

                            
                                Adrianna, Poland

                            

                        

                        

                        
                        
                            
                                Great organisation, great views of California national parks, really great value for the price you pay. If you hesitate to do it, don't, just go, you will not regret it! You will have fun, see beautiful views (make your friends jealous), discover a new culture, meet people!

                            

                            
                                Grazziela, France

                            

                        

                        

                                                
                        
                            
                                The best! Amazing places, great organization, just the best!

                            

                            
                                Mate, Hungary

                            

                        

                        

                                                
                        
                            
                                Amazing 12 days on West Coast! Very friendly guys, beautiful places and no worries about anything. Thank you Pawel for such experience! 5 stars for a great ending of my summer :)

                            

                            
                                Nastia, Ukraine

                            

                        

                        
                    

                

            

        

    
    


    
    
        
            
                
                    
                        Pictures from our trips
 Go to the full gallery
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                        One-of-a-kind pack of students on a J1 in the USA!

                        Live this adventure and have that trip you will remember for the rest of your life!

                         Join us
                    

                

            

        

    


    
        
            
                
                    
                        Our partners:
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                        Office:

                        Gdańsk, ul. Jaśminowy Stok 71

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        Telephone:

                        602 529 607

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        E-mail:

                        reservations@americantrip.net
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